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We investigate the effects of (2+1)d event-by-event fluctuating hydrodynamic backgrounds on the
nuclear modification factor and momentum anisotropies of heavy-flavor mesons. Using the stateof-the-art D and B mesons modular simulation code (the so-called DAB-mod), updated recently
with heavy-light quark coalescence, we perform a systematic comparison of different transport
equations, including two energy loss models and a relativistic Langevin model with two drag
parametrizations. We present the resulting D0 meson RAA , v2 and v3 , using the multiparticle
√
cumulant method, in Pb-Pb collisions at sNN = 5.02 TeV and compare them to the latest experimental data. We investigate the v2 {4}/v2 {2} ratio as a function of centrality for different initial
conditions (MCKLN vs. Trento) and different system geometries and sizes (coming from Pb-Pb
√
√
collisions at sNN = 5.02 TeV, spherical and prolate Xe-Xe collisions at sNN = 5.44 TeV).
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1. Introduction

2. The DAB-mod simulation
The heavy quarks are evolved on the top of event-by-event relativistic viscous hydrodynamical
backgrounds given by v-USPhydro [4] with viscosity set to η/s = 0.05. The initial conditions are
varied between MCKLN [5] - an implementation of the Color Glass Condensate - and Trento [6] based on entropy deposition mechanism via a "reduced-thickness” function. Both initial conditions
models can reproduce experimental data reasonably well in the soft sector [3, 7, 8].
The initial heavy quarks are spatially distributed following the initial bulk energy densities and
in transverse momentum space with the FONLL spectra and random directions. Shadowing and
cold nuclear matter effects are not taken into account. For the propagation of the heavy quarks in
the medium we use either a parametric energy loss model [3] with two different parametrizations
or Brownian motion dynamics via the relativistic Langevin equation with two parametrizations of
the diffusion coefficients. The energy loss model is defined by dE/ dx = − f (T, vQ )Γflow , where
T is the local temperature, Γflow = γ[1 − vflow cos(ϕQ − ϕflow )] the flow
q factor accounting for the

necessary Lorentz boost between the involved frames, with γ = 1/ 1 − v2flow , ϕQ the azimuthal
direction of the heavy quark and ϕflow the local azimuthal angle of the flow. The two considered
parametrizations, f (T, vQ ) = α [9] and f (T, vQ ) = ξ T 2 where α and ξ are free parameters, have
√
been chosen because they could roughly reproduce the high pT RAA data trend in sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb-Pb central collisions. For the relativistic Langevin dynamics, we assume the diffusion
coefficients to be isotropic and the momentum space diffusion coefficient κ to be independent
√ √
of the heavy-quark momentum ~p, such that d~p = −Γ(~p)~pdt + dt κ~ρ , with Γ being the drag
coefficient and ~ρ the fluctuating force described classically by a white noise. To be able to reach
the correct thermal equilibrium, the associated Einstein relation between the diffusion coefficients
is given by κ = 2EΓT = 2T 2 /D, where D is the spatial diffusion coefficient. We perform the
necessary Lorentz boosts between the lab and medium cell rest frames at each time step. We
consider two parametrizations of the diffusion coefficients: "M&T" derived within pQCD plus
Hard Thermal Loops (HTL) [10], given by D = kM&T /(2πT ) where kM&T is a free parameter, and
1
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The properties of the medium produced in heavy-ion collisions can be studied in a “tomographic" manner using high pT particles or heavy-flavor hadrons. Due to the large separation of
energy scales E  ΛQCD and E  T , these hard probes are only produced via pQCD processes at
the very beginning of the collision and they do not flow with their hydrodynamical background but
propagate through other processes sensitive to the medium properties. Observables in the heavyflavor sector such as the nuclear modification factor RAA and azimuthal anisotropy coefficients vn
of D and B mesons have been investigated both experimentally and theoretically [1], and there is
a certain difficulty to describe both RAA and v2 simultaneously. Here we present the 2D Monte
Carlo D-And-B MODular simulation code DAB-mod, designed to study the production of open
heavy mesons [2]. Using DAB-mod we study heavy-flavor multiparticle cumulants of azimuthal
anisotropies [3] and compare results from different transport models within the same background.
We investigate the consequence of initial conditions and nuclei geometries on the heavy-quark
dynamics and explore new observables which could help to discriminate between the models.
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"G&A" given by Γ = kG&A A(T, p), where the drag A(T, p) is derived from a QCD+HTL model
with running coupling and optimized gluon propagator [11] and where kG&A is a free parameter.
We assume that each heavy quark propagates until it reaches a medium cell where T < Td , where
Td is the decoupling temperature, which is varied between 120-160 MeV in order to assess part of
the hadronization uncertainties. The free parameters are fixed to central RAA data at pT > 10 GeV
for Td = 120 and Td = 160 MeV (we use the same values for Pb-Pb and Xe-Xe collisions here).

3. The effects of the transport model, decoupling temperature, and coalescence
The RAA is compared in Fig. 1 where the energy loss models fit well at high pT but clearly miss
the data at low pT whereas the Langevin models can qualitatively capture RAA across all pT due to
the energy gain brought by the fluctuating force. However, only with the inclusion of coalescence
in the M&T Langevin model can we quantitatively reproduce RAA across all pT .

√
Figure 1: D0 meson RAA for 0-10% Pb-Pb sNN = 5.02 TeV collisions compared to CMS (|y| < 1) data
[15]. Left: fragmentation only. Right: effect of coalescence. The gray area indicates the pT region where
coalescence and other effects from initial and final stages may be important.

For the vn in Fig. 2 and 3 we do not find a single model that can quantitatively capture all
the experimental data, however, once again the M&T Langevin model with coalescence has the
best fit but it generally underpredicts vn (pT ) at high pT . In contrast, energy loss models perform
best at intermediate to high pT but underpredict the low pT behavior. In both cases coalescence is
necessary below pT < 10 GeV, which shifts the peak in vn (pT ) to higher pT . This occurs because
fragmentation produces a hadron with less momentum than the heavy quark while in coalescence
there is a pT gain from the light quark "thermal” pT and mass. A lower decoupling temperature Td
2
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The hadronization of the heavy quarks is performed either though fragmentation only (Peterson) [2], or through heavy-light quark coalescence. The latter is based on an instantaneous projection of the parton states onto hadron states [12, 13], and the derived coalescence probabilities
depend on the heavy-quark momentum, the local flow, and the angle between them. To better fit the
recently observed heavy-hadron ratios [14], we included two new elements to these probabilities:
1) a thermal factor of the form "exp[−(mexcited − mground )/Td ]" for the ratios to not only be based
on spins and colors but also on the hadron masses, leading to a more relevant statistical hierarchy
between the different energy states of a hadron type, 2) a baryon factor (∼ 3) to compensate in the
model certain missing baryon coalescence mechanisms (e.g. coalescence of a meson resonance
with a light quark) leading to an enhancement of the baryon/meson ratios.
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leads to a better agreement, which shows that a longer coupling between the heavy quark and the
hot medium may compensate missing effects in our model such as the final hadronic rescattering.

Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2 but for the triangular flow coefficient v3 .

4. The effects of initial conditions and nuclei geometry
Because we fix our free parameters at pT > 10 GeV, the choice in initial conditions does not
play a large role for RAA and v2 in Fig. 4. Generally, Trento produces a slightly smaller v2 at
low pT . Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 5 (left), it has an important impact on the trend of the
D0 meson v2 {4}/v2 {2} ratio dependence on centrality, whereas the latter is observed to be mostly
independent of the heavy-quark transport model, mass, momentum, decoupling temperature and
√
collision energy sNN (not shown here). The trend of the Trento curve is very similar to the one
observed in the soft sector [8]. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 5 (right), the “overall" value of this
ratio depends strongly on the geometry of the colliding nuclei (size and deformation), whereas the
v2 itself not much (not shown here).

5. Conclusions
Comparing the different models, we observed the “multi-scale" behavior of heavy-flavor physics:
Langevin models are better suited at low pT whereas the simple constant energy loss is more relevant in the high pT regime. Coalescence is observed to improve our results by shifting the low
pT peaks. The v2 {4}/v2 {2} ratio is mainly dependent on the type of initial fluctuations for its
centrality dependence and shows a strong sensitivity to the size and deformation in the nuclei.
3
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√
Figure 2: D0 meson elliptic flow coefficient v2 for 30-50% Pb-Pb sNN = 5.02 TeV collisions compared to
CMS (|y| < 1) data [16]. Left: fragmentation only. Right: effect of coalescence.
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√
sNN = 5.02 TeV

Figure 5: D0 meson v2 {4}/v2 {2} ratio integrated over 8 < pT < 40 GeV. Dependence on the type of initial
fluctuations (left) and deformation of Xenon (right). Fragmentation only.
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Figure 4: D0 meson RAA (left) and v2 (right) respectively for 0-10% and 30-50% Pb-Pb
collisions compared to CMS (|y| < 1) data [15, 16]. Fragmentation only.

